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2Overview
> Introduction
— The City of Bern
— Language in Bern
— Bernese Swiss German in Bern
> The project - idea and basic information
> Methods – now and then
> Results and analysis
> Discussion
The City of Bern
> Demography
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The City of Bern
> Mobility
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The City of Bern
> Commuting
> Occupation
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Languages in Bern
> Languages
— German and Swiss German 92008
— French and its dialects 7439
— Italian and its dialects 5663
— Romansh 208
— English 7364
— Spanish 3555
— Serbian and Croatian 2942
— Albanian 2292
— Portuguese 1923
— Turkish 1506
— Others 9541
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The City of Bern
> Dialect(s)
— First observations by Baumgartner in 1942: Early Sociolinguistic Study
— Included in the Swiss Dialect Survey SDS by  (Hotzenköcherle and 
Baumgartner 1962-2003)
— Study on disappearing upper class society by Siebenhaar in 2010
— Pilot study on ethnolectal Bernese Swiss German in Bern by 
Grossenbacher, Britain and Schneider (2019)
— Youth Language project including the city of Bern launched in 2019 by 
Britain and Schneider
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The City of Bern
> Dialect(s) (Baumgartner 1942)
— Lesser l-vocalisation (Milch - Miuch) (milk)
— Lesser velarisation (Hund – Hung) (dog)
— Lesser monophthongisation (Boum – Buum) (tree)
— Conservation of upper class vocabulary because of it‘s prestige
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The City of Bern
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Project 
> Research idea
— To describe and explain language variation and change in the Greater area 
of Bern in the past approx. 100 years
— Hypothesis: Bernese Swiss German has changed due to language/dialect 
contact, speaker migration/mobility and changes in the social structure of 
the research area.
> Historical material
— Swiss Dialect Survey
– Founded 1935, fieldwork 1939-1958
– published 1962 – 1997 in 8 volumes
– 1500 informants (NORMs and NORFs), 600 localities, 2500 questions
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Methods then: The City of Bern
> Swiss Dialect Survey
— Surveyed in September 1944
— More than one person interviewed (7 informants)
— Not only men (2 women, 5 men)
— Different age groups (18, 49, 65, 51, 66, 77, nA) 
— Social stratification included (middle class and upper class)
— Questionnaire problematic
— Not full questionnaire answered by every informant
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Methods now
— Localities
– 20 Localities already surveyed in the SDS, one of them: the City of Bern
— Informants
– 4 (18-35, 36-65, 65+ and a famer), gender equality if possible
— Data collection
– Questionnaire (2 versions), spontaneous speech, translation (Northwind and sun) 
— Variables
– 120 variables already documented in the Swiss language atlas, covering 
phonology, syntax and morphology, also new variables
— Result
– Corpus of 11600 tokens, 91h spontaneous speech, approx. 10h translation
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Results and Analysis
> Lesser l-vocalisation? No!
– SDS: Milch (milk)
– Young: Miuch
– Middle: Miuch
– Old: Miuch
– Farmer: Miuch
— Bottom-up change, originates in the rural areas in the east of Bern, 
spread to the city
— Today, vocalisation of the majority of all /l/ (not in intervocalic 
position)
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Results and Analysis
> Lesser velarisation? No!
– SDS: Hund (dog)
– Young: Hung
– Middle: Hung
– Old: Hung
– Farmer: Hung
— Bottom-up change, originates in the rural areas in the west of 
Bern, spread to the city
— Today, Hund is still around, but (unfortunately?) not in my data
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Results and Analysis
> Lesser monophthongisation? Yes!
– SDS: Boum (tree)
– Young: Boum
– Middle: Boum
– Old: Boum
– Farmer: Boum
— Monophthong form was present around Bern in 1944, mainly in the 
southern parts
— Still present today, but not in the city
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Results and Analysis
> About monophthongisation:
— Considered to be a very rural feature
— Middle and younger speakers who commute to the city tend to 
switch between the forms
— In rural areas used for differentiation:
Belp2: Nei, I säge Buum. I wott sicher nid töne wi die ir Stadt.
No, I say „Buum“. I absolutly don‘t want to sound like a city
speaker.
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Results and Analysis
— Conservation of upper class vocabulary: Yes…
– SDS: Längscheichler
– Young: Wäberchnächt
– Middle: Längscheichler
– Old: Wäberchnächt
– Farmer: Spinnele
Bern4: Miner Eutere hei no Längscheichler gseit. I säge dene hüt aune
Spinnele.
My parents used to say „Längscheichler“. I call them all spiders today.
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Results and Analysis
— Conservation of upper class vocabulary: …and no!
– SDS: Summervogel (butterfly)
– Young: Schmätterling
– Middle: Schmätterling
– Old: Schmätterling
– Farmer: Schmätterling
— Original SDS material shows: Upper class person used French 
word (papillon), Schmätterling was very present, Summervogel
only once
— Rural SDS variant (Pfifolter et al.) wasn‘t mentioned in the city
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Discussion and concluding remarks
> Loss of upper class city variety and its features (cf. Siebenhaar 2010)
> Spread of the city variety to the agglomeration, only one 
agglomeration locality surveyed in the SDS
> Conscious differentiation starts right outside the agglomeration
> Rural areas: city dialect considered as “posh”, but specially 
commuters change their register when working in the city
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Next steps
> City will be analysed like the other surveyed localities
— Multiple data sources available à inclusion of youth language and 
ethnolects possible
— More linguistic landscaping necessary, specially in multiethnolectal areas
— Study only on city language/dialect in planning
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Thank you!
